Cisco Digital Learning Networking
An investment in your network’s future

Product overview

Your core networking needs grow more complex by the day, and so does your need for a team that can implement and manage complicated network infrastructure and solutions. But how can you train a team of engineers at various levels of expertise while keeping your network running efficiently?

Cisco Digital Learning Networking offers a subscription to all our core online networking training, including product, technology, and certification training, including CCNA®. This comprehensive technology subscription includes full-length, interactive certification courses, product and technology training with labs, and thousands of reference materials. And we update your subscription on a regular basis, adding new training and revised courses as they are made available.

Benefits

• Accelerate in-house expertise by building, validating, and reinforcing your organization’s networking knowledge
• Reduce unplanned downtime with a highly trained workforce
• Increase your team’s ability to deploy and support evolving network technologies
• Support networking career paths for your team with access to Cisco® certification courses
• Redeem Cisco Learning Credits to pay for your team’s subscriptions
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Interactive, flexible, convenient

Cisco Digital Learning Networking offers full-length, in-depth certification courses with hands-on labs. You’ll also have access to a collection of just-in-time content, including best practices, design guides, and webinars.

Here are some of the courses included in your subscription:

- Implementing and Administering Cisco Solutions (CCNA)
- Implementing and Operating Cisco Enterprise Network Core Technologies (ENCOR)
- Implementing Automation for Cisco Enterprise Solutions (ENAUI)
- Implementing Cisco SD-WAN Solutions (SDWAN300)
- Implementing Cisco Enterprise Wireless Networks (ENWLSI)
- Implementing and Operating Cisco Service Provider Network Core Technologies (SPCOR)
- Implementing Cisco Service Provider VPN Services (SPVI)
- Over 70 additional titles including product and certification training for enterprise, wireless, and service provider technologies

Plus, your team earns Continuing Education credits towards recertification when they complete select certification and technology courses.